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„ 
Material realizat cu sprijinul financiar al Comisiei Europene. Conţinutul prezentului material reprezintă responsabilitatea exclusivă a autorilor, iar 

Agenţia Naţională şi Comisia Europeană nu sunt responsabile pentru modul în care va fi folosit conţinutul informaţiei." 

 



Why an Erasmus project? 

 The need for well-trained mountain guides, who provide safety, 

quality services, diversified and complex, has also increased with 

the development of mountain tourism. 

 Mountain tourism has undergone a spectacular development in 

recent decades. The mountain, once reserved only for professionals, is 

now accessible to all. 

 The existence of guides with a different level of training from one 

country to another and even within the same country, is not 

desirable for an occupation where the safety of customers is 

essential. 



What is Mont Guide+? 
Mont-Guide + is a strategic Erasmus + partnership between organizations from Italy, 
Bulgaria and Romania, in the field of adult education. 
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What are the project results?  

 Common professional Standard for mountain guide occupation 

 Introducing ' green ' skills in the occupational profile 

 Increased transparency, comparability and recognition of the 
mountain guide qualification 

 Facilitating the access of disadvantaged persons to mountain 
guide training 

 E-learning platform and courses using mixed learning methods 



More results: 

 Increasing the professional competencies of the mountain guides 
participating in the project 

 Increasing awareness and demand for thematic tourism services 
in mountain area 

 The cooperation and friendship links seted out during the project 
between the three partner countries: Italy, Bulgaria and Romania 

 Improving the quality of mountain guides training program 
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